There exist a limited but growing number of biological metal centers whose properties lie conspicuously outside the realm of known inorganic chemistry. The synthetic analogue approach, broadly directed, offers a powerful exploratory tool that can define intrinsic chemical possibilities for these sites while simultaneously expanding the frontiers of fundamental inorganic chemistry. This speculative application of analogue study is exemplified here in the evolution of synthetic efforts inspired by the cluster chemistry of biological nitrogen fixation.
T he study of synthetic smallmolecule analogues is a proven chemical approach for the elucidation of biological metal centers. The principal utility of the method was delineated in a definitive early (in 1980) account (1): Synthetic analogues permit (i) the ''deduction of minimal site structure (where unknown) based on coincident model-biomolecule properties or (where known) required for execution of biological function,'' while further allowing (ii) the ''detection of the influence of the biomolecular environment on the intrinsic properties of the site as represented by the model.'' In recent years, the impact of synthetic studies, as construed along these original, corroborative † goals, has diminished due to impressive improvements in biological and biophysical techniques that are allowing the isolation, manipulation, and characterization of biomolecules in ever-increasing speed and detail. Moreover, the success of synthetic analogue efforts has rendered most common biological metal motifs well understood at the level of basic inorganic chemistry; issues of deeper biological interest concerning these sites are probably unapproachable through simple synthetic studies.
Synthetic analogue chemistry nevertheless remains an indispensable component in the armamentarium of bioinorganic investigation. The same advances in biomolecular science that are mitigating the power of corroborative synthetic methods are also revealing the existence of unforeseen, indeed unknown, chemistry within biological systems. These new frontiers in inorganic and bioinorganic chemistry reside in ''aberrant'' biological metal centers, sites restricted (apparently) to only a few select organisms and distinguished by the presence of unusual metals, peculiar spectroscopic signatures, and͞or singular chemical reactivity. Where atomic-level definition is available, these centers are marked by surprising complexity that raise but do not answer underlying chemical questions concerning structure and function.
Therein lies the third, speculative † objective of the synthetic analogue approach: (iii) the broad exploration of fundamental chemistry as motivated by a biological system, with the immediate goal of establishing possibilities and methodologies that ultimately will lead to corroborative synthetic analogues and a chemical understanding of the inspirational system. This rationale is not new to synthetic chemistry, but it is growing in prominence because of the obvious gaps in chemical knowledge highlighted by such extraordinary examples as nitrogenase, the photosynthetic water-oxidation complex, the hydrogenases, and the carbon monoxide dehydrogenases. We present here a case study of this speculative approach as applied to the molecular description of nitrogenase.
The Synthetic Problem of Nitrogenase
Biological nitrogen fixation, the conversion of dinitrogen to ammonia by the nitrogenase enzymes (Eq. 1), is the predominant entry point for nitrogen in the global nitrogen cycle (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) .
The foundational significance of the process and its intrinsic chemical formidability have prompted extensive, extended studies to attain a molecular description of this enzyme system. These efforts have met with limited success, and even simple molecular details such as the minimal requisite reaction stoichiometry (Eq. 1 is a limiting, but not necessarily obligate formulation), the location of substrate binding, and the oxidation states of the metals involved remain either unknown or in debate. Few problems in bioinorganic chemistry have proved as challenging and refractory. Progress on this topic is constrained by the complexity of the enzyme and its recalcitrance to standard biochemical and biophysical probes. The system is inaccessible in a poised, ''ready'' state:
Without dinitrogen substrate, the enzyme spontaneously reduces protons to dihydrogen. Substrate reduction requires a host of other obligatory events (protein docking͞release, electron transfer͞ storage, ATP hydrolysis, proton transfer, and multisite substrate binding͞release), leading to a multitude of concurrently populated enzyme states during turnover and to convoluted kinetics. Enzyme intermediates and inhibited forms are either unobserved or ill-defined. In short, there is no specific information on any active form of nitrogenase.
Molecular understanding of this enzyme therefore is confined to restingstate attributes. We note some salient features: In its best-studied form, the enzyme system consists of two separate soluble components, the Fe protein, the functionally obligate electron donor, and the MoFe protein, responsible for dinitrogen reduction; the MoFe protein contains two metallocluster types, the FeMo-cofactor and the P-cluster, both of which are biologically and chemically unprecedented; the site of nitrogen chemistry is inferred (but not absolutely proven!) to occur at the FeMo-cofactor, a complex heterometallic Mo-Fe-S cluster, whereas the P-cluster, a high-nuclearity Fe-S cluster, is thought to mediate electron transfer to the active site; the FeMo-cofactor can be isolated from the native protein as a stable, soluble, but inactive metallocluster that can be reincorporated into apoprotein with restoration of activity; and two related yet genetically separate nitrogenase variants are also known that are distinguished by the total absence of molybdenum in both types, the presence of a single vanadium in the cofactor of one, and the apparent absence of any metal save iron *To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail:
holm@chemistry.harvard.edu or sclee@fas.harvard.edu. † The distinction between corroborative and speculative studies has been made previously (34 as both an organizing component and a source of molybdenum and sulfide (9, 10); a recent, highly efficient variation of this synthetic method (11) is illustrated in Scheme 1. The heterocubane clusters thus obtained possessed molybdenum environments in excellent agreement with the original EXAFS analysis and with subsequent X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) studies that indicated a facoctahedral Mo(IV) coordination sphere in the FeMo cofactor consisting of three light (2p) atom donors and three sulfurs. Later studies would reveal the existence of an alternate nitrogenase with a vanadium-containing cofactor; synthetic [VFe 3 S 4 ] cubane clusters (12), prepared in a manner similar to the molybdenumbased syntheses, likewise were determined to have a heterometal environment congruent by EXAFS criterion to that of the biological cluster. To date, these systems are still the most accurate synthetic structural representations for the heterometallic portion of their respective cofactors. The synthetic development of [MFe 3 S 4 ] clusters presaged a wider occurrence of the motif in biological systems, specifically as void-filled ''inorganic mutants'' of 3-Fe sites in ferredoxins (13) and, more recently, in distorted form within the C-cluster of Ni-containing carbon monoxide dehydrogenase (refs. 14 and 15; Fig. 1 ). Synthetic methodology has kept pace with these developments: In addition to the thiometallate routes used for the early transition metal [MFe 3 S 4 ] clusters, pathways starting from trinuclear Fe-S clusters have allowed access to late metal derivatives as well (Scheme 2), and well defined, synthetic examples of the [MFe 3 S 4 ] cubane core are now known for M ϭ V, Nb, Mo, W, Re, Co, Ni, Cu, Ag, Tl (13, 16) . The accessibility, stability, and recurrence of the heterometallic cubane motif suggest that additional biological examples may surface in the future.
The composition of the FeMo-cofactor also drew attention to the synthesis of higher-nuclearity Fe-S clusters of similar stoichiometry. This interest was predicated on the optimistic notion that the nitrogenase cofactor was representative of some general cluster type of high thermodynamic stability and ready kinetic accessibility. Both propositions seemed reasonable at the time, given the stability of isolated cofactor and the chemistry of biological Fe-S clusters as understood then. ‡ Clusters of compositional note during this period spanned a range of core structures and terminal ligands (ref. 17 ; Fig. 2 ). Although most of these clusters were not directly useful as synthetic analogues (an unsurprising outcome in light of the imprecise analytical data and fragmentary structural information available for the cofactor), they nonetheless contributed tangibly to the understanding of synthetic Fe-S chemistry. Certain abiological phosphine-ligated species, however, would emerge serendipitously as the progenitors for the next generation of cofactorrelated synthetic clusters.
The First Macromolecular Structures (1992-2002)
The macromolecular structure determination of the MoFe protein (18, 19) marked a watershed in nitrogenase chemistry and in Fe-S biochemistry generally. The diffraction data (2.7-Å resolution in 1992) allowed the first direct visualization of the enzyme active site, yielding a structural model for the FeMo-cofactor as a [MoFe 7 S 9 ] cluster composed of two sulfur-voided [M 4 S 3 ] cuboidal fragments linked by three 2 -sulfur bridges (Fig. 3) . This structure corroborated the x-ray absorption spectroscopy predicted local environment about molybdenum but also revealed a number of startling features: six threecoordinate iron sites at the cluster center, each slightly pyramidalized inward; open, nonrhomb cluster faces about those anomalous iron sites, in contrast to the [Fe 2 S 2 ] rhombs that typically constitute Fe-S cluster geometries; and a seemingly vacant cavity within the cluster core. Later, higher-resolution (2.0-Å) protein crystal structures (20) would show the P-cluster to be a symmetric [Fe 8 S 7 ] structure ( Fig. 3) comprising, in the native state (P N ), two [Fe 4 S 3 ] cuboidal halves, vertex-fused through a 6 -sulfide and further interconnected by two 2 -cysteinate bridges; after oxidation (the P OX state), the cluster was found rearranged to a more open, asymmetric geometry, with additional protein ligation provided by a serine side-chain oxygen and a backbone amide nitrogen. All these cluster structures were remarkable from a synthetic perspective, and ‡ The prospect of easy synthetic access has waned in recent years with the discovery of an extensive biosynthetic apparatus, external to the nitrogenase enzyme, for cofactor assembly. Fig. 2 (21) ; a phosphine ligand environment therefore surfaced as the common denominator for these structural features, perhaps due to the preferential stabilization of reduced oxidation states by this ligand class relative to anion donors. This perceived relationship, conjoined with speculation that the FeMo-cofactor might be a predominantly ferrous cluster in the inactive, structurally characterized state, encouraged deeper investigation into phosphine-ligated Fe-S species.
Reduction of phosphine-ligated [MFe 3 S 4 ] cubanes (M ϭ Fe, Mo, V) yielded edge-bridged double-cubane [M 2 Fe 6 S 8 ] clusters that approach the core composition and overall extended geometry (as opposed to more compact, higher-symmetry structures) of symmetrized versions of the FeMo-cofactor (23) (24) (25) . In an effort to realize clusters with cofactor-exact 8:9 metal͞sulfide stoichiometries, reactions of these double-cubane products with sulfide reagents were explored; we note two relevant discoveries. First, treatment of a [Mo 2 Fe 6 S 8 ] cluster with two equivalents of (Et 4 N)SH resulted not in insertion of sulfide ligands but rather the isolation of a reduced cluster of unaltered composition but rearranged core geometry (Scheme 4, a; ref. 26 ). This rearrangement was notable in the emergence of tight metal-metal interactions that give rise to ostensibly three-coordinate iron sites (if an FeOFe bond is excluded from consideration); this represents the closest approach thus far to a threecoordinate iron-sulfide environment in synthetic chemistry. Second, if related but more reduced [M 2 Fe 6 S 8 ] clusters are reacted with three to four equivalents of the same hydrosulfide reagent, net incorporation of sulfur is achieved, with formation of rearranged cluster cores of the desired [M 8 S 9 ] composition (Scheme 4, b; ref. 27). Despite the constitutional similarity, the resultant clusters do not adopt cofactor-like cores but instead bear a striking near-congruence to the native form of the nitrogenase P-cluster (if bridging 2 -sulfides are substituted for the 2 -cysteinates in the biological system). This structural motif also occurs in other, more complex clusters derived from sulfidation of reduced edge-bridged double-cubane species (27) and therefore seems to reflect intrinsically accessible and stable chemistry. If this sulfide-induced rearrangement is general for juxtaposed, reduced Fe-S cubane clusters, this transformation could represent the chemical basis by which the P-cluster is assembled. The existence of substantive redox-and sulfide-dependent rearrangements in extended, higher-nuclearity clusters in both synthetic and biological (i.e., P OX vs. P N ) contexts also introduces other ramifications. First, the prospect of cluster rearrangement suggests a possible role during the function of the FeMocofactor; this is discussed further in the next section. Second, the compositional and geometric similarities between the FeMo-cofactor and P 
The Interstitial Atom (2002)
Very recently, a high-resolution crystallographic analysis (1.16 Å) of the MoFe protein has revealed a 6 -interstitial atom § at the center of the FeMo-cofactor ( Fig. 4; ref. 30 ). This discovery, if correct, is arguably the most significant addition to nitrogenase knowledge since the advent of the first macromolecular structures. Although the new structure refinement did not allow identification of this ligand with certainty, the electron density and bond distances are consistent with a light (2p) element, perhaps carbon, nitrogen, or oxygen, and the resolution dependence of the electron density best matches the curve generated by a nitrogen atom. These considerations plus the universal acceptance of the FeMo-cofactor as the site of nitrogen reduction have led to the tentative assignment of nitride as the newfound core ligand.
The most obvious consequence of this finding stems directly from its impact on cluster environment: The revelation of the internal ligand makes all iron centers in the cofactor four-coordinate and (distorted) tetrahedral. This revision eliminates the most chemically troubling aspect of the original structural model, the bizarre three-coordinate, unsaturated iron sites that have remained noticeably absent in synthetic systems, and it removes any need to invoke arcane explanations such as metal-metal bonding, very reduced iron states, or indiscernible hydride ligands to account for the resting-state cluster geometry. Although the FeMo-cofactor is still singular and remarkable from an inorganic perspective, it can now be viewed (reassuringly) as a structurally and chemically plausible, albeit unusual, weak-field Fe-S cluster.
The existence of this central atom raises related questions of provenance and function. Does this ligand originate from cluster biosynthesis or cluster reactivity? If the former, does this ligand have some function as an organizing or templating agent during cluster assembly? If the latter, does the internal ligand represent adventitious trapped material (nitride from substrate, oxide from water?) within a dead-end cluster form outside the catalytic cycle, or is it an essential participant in or mediator of cluster function? In keeping with the nature of this subject, the addition of a single atom has raised far more questions than answers.
The structural revision of the FeMocofactor nevertheless offers a cautionary mechanistic tale. In the original cofactor model, the presence of six putative three-coordinate iron sites, together with the apparent existence of an all-Fe nitrogenase, led to wide speculation (ref. 31 and references cited therein) concerning the participation of iron in dinitrogen reduction and, in some conjectures, the consequent incorporation of nitrogen ligation as part of the Fe-S cluster core during catalysis. The amended cofactor model now contains only coordinatively stable metal centers and no obvious substrate binding sites. There is an irony here: The addition of the interstitial donor removes much of the impetus behind Fe-mediated mechanistic hypotheses, yet if the ligand turns § The original void in the cofactor core now seems to be an artifact of Fourier-series termination effects arising from the limited resolution of the earlier data. out to be nitride, it could also provide the first (and only) direct observational evidence ¶ to support those original proposals! The seeming absence of a binding site in the resting-state cofactor structure suggests that structural changes are needed before the cluster becomes substrate-competent. If the interstitial ligand actually participates in the reaction chemistry, either directly during turnover or indirectly by activation͞release before catalysis, dramatic rearrangements of the cluster core geometry will certainly occur. We have noted the observation of major redoxand chemically induced rearrangements in synthetic clusters of roughly comparable composition and geometry. The implications raised by the new interstitial ligand and the synthetic chemistry underscore the hazards in formulating mechanistic hypotheses based on resting-state perceptions.
New Synthetic Frontiers
The structural revision of the FeMocofactor necessitates a reappraisal of synthetic strategy. The focus of immediate attention is, of course, the new monatomic ligand. What is its identity? This is the overriding first concern, because the chemistries of carbide, nitride, and oxide (if these are indeed the only candidates) differ radically. Although this issue is currently unsettled, we will assume it to be nitride for the present discussion.
In molecular transition metal chemistry, ʈ nitride is found most commonly as a terminal ligand (Ϸ300 structurally characterized complexes); to sustain its 3 Ϫ formal charge at a single metal site, a multiply bonded metal-nitride moiety and a high-valent metal are practical criteria, and known examples are restricted to groups 5-8. As bridging ligands, nitrides have been observed to span anywhere from two to six metal centers, with dinuclear bridges being most prevalent (Ϸ150 complexes). For 2 -nitrides, multiple bonding remains important, although the lower per-metal bond order and greater charge delocalization expand the range of acceptable environments relative to the terminal binding mode. In addition, localization of the multiple bond and asymmetric bridging are widespread in these systems, particularly for mixed [M( 2 -N)MЈ] units; very disparate local metal environments therefore are possible within the dinuclear fragment as long as one site is an early-to-middle transition element in a moderate-to-high oxidation state.
Of greatest interest in the present context are cluster-bound nitrides, i.e., bridging nitrides of 3 or higher, which exist within a smaller set of compounds (Ϸ100 total, about evenly distributed for 3 -6 cases). These nitride complexes fall neatly into three general classes: (i) mid-to high-valent early-transition metal clusters (groups 4-6), which describe all complexes containing 3 -nitrides and can be viewed as a further extension of the environment described for terminal and 2 species; (ii) lowvalent middle-to late-transition metal carbonyl clusters (mainly groups 8-9 but also heterometallic cores containing these elements plus group 6-10 metals), in which almost all nitrides with the highest bridging modes ( 4 -6 ) occur; and (iii) Au(I) phosphine clusters, which form a meager set of 4 -and 5 -N compounds distinguished by their unique aurophilic structures. To some extent, the preference of oxidized early metal clusters for lower nitride-bridging modes can be attributed to their electron deficiency, which makes donation from the nitride bridge more favorable than additional -derived bridging.** For the reduced, electron-rich metal centers in the carbonyl and gold clusters, additional bridging seems advantageous in compensating for the basicity of the nitride ligand.
The various nitride-bridging modes manifest regular preferences for coordination geometry (Table 1) . True interstitial nitrides, as defined by completely internal coordination within a cluster polyhedron, are encountered at 4, 5 for Au(I) and 5, 6 for transition metal clusters. From the existing examples, bridging modes in excess of 6 seem unfavorable for nitride; in cases where the potential interstitial nuclearity can exceed six, the internal nitrides are invariably found coordinated to only a pentanuclear ( 5 ) subset.
It is clear from our brief survey that the environment in the FeMo-cofactor is without direct precedent in nitride chemistry. The dissimilarities arise not from simple differences in ligand set or cluster geometry but rather from fundamental divergences in essential metal properties. For example, iron nitrides are known in tetra-, penta-, and hexanuclear carbonyl clusters (Fig. 5 ) and in oxidized dinuclear species supported by multidentate ancillary ligands (32) . Likewise, the trigonal prismatic 6 -N interstitial geometry occurs in metal carbonyl clusters (see Table 1 ). Weak-field, exchange-labile, redox-active environments typical of the iron sites in Fe-S clusters, however, do not exist in nitride chemistry as it currently stands. The development and adaptation of new and existing fundamental nitride chemistry to this end is therefore a clear and ¶ There is also a strangely appropriate correspondence to industrial nitrogen fixation (the Haber-Bosch process), where iron-coordinated, surface-bound nitrides are the first chemical intermediates observed after dissociative chemisorption of dinitrogen (see ref. 35 ). present synthetic challenge that must be addressed in conjunction with (and perhaps before) efforts aimed at the systematic preparation of (Mo-)Fe-S-N clusters. We note that the recent chemistry of iron-amide and -imide clusters (33) may have some bearing on this topic. These clusters (Fig. 6 ) are ligated by basic nitrogen anion donors that are chemical cousins to nitride, evince properties that broadly resemble those of Fe-S clusters, and, in terms of metal attributes, are perhaps more closely connected to hypothetical cofactor-relevant nitride environments than existing ironnitride species. Their synthesis and reactivity characteristics therefore could provide guidance and possible starting points for further investigation directed toward weak-field iron-nitride chemistry.
Prospects
Traditionally, synthetic inorganic chemistry has provided the molecular intuition needed to interpret metal behavior in biological systems. Today, in a reversal of circumstance, metallobiomolecules are posing fundamental inorganic questions whose answers lie outside our existing knowledge. It is a fitting symmetry that the relationship between inorganic chemistry and biology has come full circle. Speculative synthetic analogues can play a critical role in bridging the two domains and advancing both. The continuing synthetic investigation of nitrogenase illustrates the synergies of this approach. As described in this account (and we have not discussed the extensive enzyme-inspired studies aimed at functional simulation), the speculative approaches motivated by this demanding problem have provided insight into the metalloclusters of nitrogenase. Equally important, these efforts have also contributed broadly to basic areas of inorganic chemistry that would probably not have been examined otherwise; the intrinsic value of such exploration should not be underestimated. The most recent revision of the FeMo-cofactor structure presents yet another opportunity to expand our understanding of the biological system in particular and of fundamental inorganic chemistry in general.
The synthetic problem of nitrogenase, nevertheless, remains unsolved. To this we give Captain Ahab's oath: ''Aye, aye! and I'll chase him round Good Hope, and round the Horn, and round the Norway Maelstrom, and round perdition's flames before I give him up.''
